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Human beings have travelled an extended pathway through civilization. History
reveals that conflict for survival is the basic activity of Nature. Quantity of natural
products matters, not the quality or form
and human beings learnt to stock those as
resource for future that is the only measurement of superiority in order to stay
stable against all odds. What arose in the
thoughtful mind of a leader of a group is
‘right to live’.
As one knows in today’s world, Human
Rights is a phrase, too essential and significant to continue life on Earth. Though
individual existence is the main issue in
one’s life, yet experience teaches all to
form a large group to support each other regularly that would definitely prevent
a sudden trouble, from the moment of its
origin. To withstand such substantiated authentication, few world leaders from prominent nations formulated a charter. The
United Nations Charter was drafted at a
conference in April–June 1945; this charter
took effect on 24 October 1945, and the
U.N. began operation. The U.N.’s mission
to preserve world peace was complicated
in its early decades because of the Cold
War between the US and Soviet Union and
their respective allies. On New Year’s Day
1942, President Roosevelt of the U.S.A.,
Prime Minister Churchill of the U.K., Maxim Litvinov of the USSR, and T.V. Soong of
China, (founder of the China Development
Finance Corporation) signed a short doc-

ument which later came to be known as the United Nations Declaration and the next day
the representatives of twenty-two other nations added their signatures.” The term United
Nations was first officially used when 26 governments signed this Declaration. One major
change from the Atlantic Charter was the addition of a provision for religious freedom, which
Stalin approved after Roosevelt insisted. By 1st March 1945, 21 additional states had signed.
World Wars, both in 20th Century, enraptured the egotism of invasion within the mind of the
adamant leaders while the entire populace of the upheaval world was ruptured through and
through. Necessity of such authentic endorsement came into existence. The rising sun of a
new world order witnessed the establishment of ‘Human Rights’ declaration that is one of the
most essential invocations of all living human beings. Though a document is simply a paper
with certain promises imprinted, the major matter dwells within the realm of regular practice.
Hence, the rights of every individual covers right to life, freedom from torture, freedom from
slavery, fair trial, freedom of speech, freedom of thought, conscience and religion, freedom
of movement, right to debate, right to keep and bear arms, future generations, Sexual
orientation and gender identity, trade, water, sex & reproduction, world health, information
and communication technologies, right to asylum, relationship with others, and the world
environment.
In India, Human Rights Day is observed every year on December 10. Government of India
incites all the citizens and relevant departments to execute these rights and duties as have
been documented to preserve safety and security of all individuals. To stand alone to defend
oneself is too weakening and temporary, compared to a joint effort of an organized effort
made to safeguard entire community. When a common goal is ascertained to be amended or
retained, force from a methodized executive body would make it possible to figure out the required issue on its
expected
track.
Humanity is confirmed and renewed, every time
FROM THE DESK OF
one participates in
THE
IN CHIEF
such celebration,
either by active
voluntary service
or through mental
accompaniment. Violence is a monster in present society that does not disappear on its own.
Any reader of human history knows that it is accompanying human civilization in the form of
several disguised hindrances. Once you give ‘time to self’, you would be able to emerge as a
developed personality while you start giving value to moral virtues in daily life. Step forward
and defend the rights of a refugee or migrant, a person with disabilities, an LGBT person, a
woman, a child, indigenous people, a minority group, or anyone else at risk of discrimination
or hostility.
‘Right’ is synonymous to correctness, which has an implication in mind of the readers that
things claimed in a regular life must match with justice and liberty. The judiciary executes an
implied law, defending each citizen to affirm individual independence under the general rule
of a particular nation that establishes an air of bracing impartiality, irrespective of race, color,
strata, occupation, religion, language or qualification. When one is experiencing such an
effective environment all around, human rights are maintained according to the expectations
of those founder members, who modulated it as pioneers of an independent living.
To quote one of the most popular motto of U.N. is “The real struggle for us is for the citizens
to cease to be the property of the state.” Related to Human Rights, one would find an associated world organization viz. United Nations that is determined to escort a world without
negative vibes and adverse situations. After undergoing through an unfavorable plight, one
is equally keen to reinforce the bond of unity and harmony by getting involved into progressing agility. You would expect others too would be sustaining similar efforts to strengthen
mankind on the face of the world, for the present time and obviously for the generation to
come in future.
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